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Appel Design Gallery
"Eye-Catching Designs"

by Public Domain

+49 30 3251 8160

A contemporary space to showcase various from of design, the Appel
Design Gallery is definitely worth visiting for art aficionados. Located at
Torstraße, it lies in the Mitte district of Berlin city. A small yet appealing
gallery, it has temporary exhibitions that showcase design in its best form.
To catch their latest exhibition, or to know the upcoming schedule, please
have a look at their website.
www.appel-design.com/

info@appel-design.com

Torstraße 114, Berlin

Architektur Galerie Berlin
"Extraordinary Architecture"

by Public Domain

+49 30 7889 7431

A contemporary museum, Architektur Galerie Berlin is entirely dedicated
to architecture and design. Located at Karl-Marx-Allee, it lies in the
Friedrichshain district of Berlin. Visited by art and design enthusiasts, it
has numerous exhibits on show. Spearheaded by Ulrich Mueller, the
museum was established in 1999, and proves to be a contemporary space
for analyzing, critiquing and examining the distinct features of
architecture. The museum mainly showcases artwork from Austria,
Germany and Switzerland among other countries. Easily accessible by
public transport, the museum has varying hours of operation, depending
on the schedule of exhibitions.
www.architekturgaleriebe
rlin.de/

info@architekturgalerieberl
in.de

Karl-Marx-Allee 96, Berlin

Bauhaus-Archiv
"Former Design School"

by Eisenacher

+49 30 254 0020

On of the most prestigious design schools in Europe during the 20th
Century, this institution has amassed an impressive collection of modern
furniture, art and textiles. Open to the public, visitors can peruse through
multiple galleries full of rich examples of modern design and aesthetic
including architecture, photography, ceramics and paintings. Of particular
interest are the works by the the schools most famous teachers: Wassily
Kandinsky and Paul Klee. Please visit the website to know about the
varying admission prices.
www.bauhaus.de

bauhaus@bauhaus.de

Klingelhöferstraße 14, Berlin
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